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Affine Monotonic and Risk-Sensitive Models in
Dynamic Programming
Dimitri P. Bertsekas

Abstract—In this paper we consider a broad class of infinite
horizon discrete-time optimal control models that involve a
nonnegative cost function and an affine mapping in their dynamic
programming equation. They include as special cases several
classical models such as stochastic undiscounted nonnegative
cost problems, stochastic multiplicative cost problems, and risksensitive problems with exponential cost. We focus on the case
where the state space is finite and the control space has some
compactness properties, and we emphasize shortest path-type
models. We assume that the affine mapping has a semicontractive
character, whereby for some policies it is a contraction, while for
others it is not. In one line of analysis, we impose assumptions
guaranteeing that the noncontractive policies cannot be optimal.
Under these assumptions, we prove strong results that resemble
those for discounted Markovian decision problems, such as the
uniqueness of solution of Bellman’s equation, and the validity
of forms of value and policy iteration. In the absence of these
assumptions, the results are weaker and unusual in character:
the optimal cost function need not be a solution of Bellman’s
equation, and may not be found by value or policy iteration.
Instead the optimal cost function over just the contractive policies
is the largest solution of Bellman’s equation, and can be computed
by a variety of algorithms.
Index Terms—Dynamic programming, Markov decision processes, stochastic shortest paths, risk sensitive control.

I. I NTRODUCTION
We consider an infinite horizon optimal control model,
characterized by an affine and monotone abstract mapping
that underlies the associated Bellman equation of dynamic
programming (DP for short). This model was formulated with
some analysis in the first edition of the author’s monograph
[1] as a special case of abstract DP. In the present paper we
will provide a deeper analysis and more effective algorithms
for the finite-state version of the model, under considerably
weaker assumptions.
To relate our analysis with the existing literature, we note
that DP models specified by an abstract mapping defining the
corresponding Bellman equation have a long history. Models
where this mapping is a sup-norm contraction over the space
of bounded cost functions were introduced by Denardo [2]; see
also Denardo and Mitten [3]. Their main area of application
is discounted DP models of various types. Noncontractive
models, where the abstract mapping is not a contraction of any
kind, but is instead monotone, were considered by Bertsekas
[4], [5] (see also Bertsekas and Shreve [6], Ch. 5). Among
others, these models cover the important cases of positive
and negative (reward) DP problems of Blackwell [7] and
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Strauch [8], respectively. Extensions of the analysis of [5]
were given by Verdu and Poor [9], which considered additional
structure that allows the development of backward and forward
value iterations, and in the thesis by Szepesvari [10], [11],
which introduced non-Markovian policies into the abstract
DP framework. The model of [5] was also used to develop
asynchronous value iteration methods for abstract contractive
and noncontractive DP models; see [12], 13]. Moreover, there
have been extensions of the theory to asynchronous policy
iteration algorithms and approximate DP by Bertsekas and Yu
([13], [14], [15]).
A type of abstract DP model, called semicontractive, was
introduced in the monograph [1]. In this model, the abstract DP mapping corresponding to some policies has a
regularity/contraction-like property, but the mapping of others
does not. A prominent example is the additive cost stochastic
shortest path problem (SSP for short), a Markovian decision
problem where we aim to drive the state of a finite-state
Markov chain to a cost-free and absorbing termination state
at minimum expected cost, which accumulates additively over
time. In additive cost SSP problems, the contractive policies
are the so-called proper policies, which are the ones that lead
to the termination state with probability 1. The additive cost
SSP problem, originally introduced by Eaton and Zadeh [16],
has been discussed under a variety of assumptions, in many
sources, including the books [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22],
[23], [24], and [12], where it is sometimes referred to by other
names such as “first passage problem” and “transient programming problem.” It has found a wide range of applications in
regulation, path planning, robotics, and other contexts.
In this paper we focus on a class of semicontractive models,
called affine monotonic, where the abstract mapping associated
with a stationary policy is affine and maps nonnegative functions to nonnegative functions. These models include as special cases stochastic undiscounted nonnegative cost problems
(including additive cost SSP problems with nonnegative cost
per stage), and multiplicative cost SSP problems, including
SSP problems with exponentiated cost. A key idea in our
analysis is to use the notion of a contractive policy (one
whose affine mapping involves a matrix with eigenvalues lying
strictly within the unit circle). This notion is analogous to the
one of a proper policy in additive cost SSP problems and
is used in similar ways. The affine monotonic model was
introduced in the author’s monograph [1]. The analysis given
there has some similarity with the analysis of the favorable
case discussed in Section IV of the present paper. The more
complicated case of Section V is analyzed here for the first
time.
Our analytical focus is on the validity and the uniqueness of
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solution of Bellman’s equation, and the convergence of forms
of value and policy iteration. Our results are analogous to
those obtained for additive cost SSP problems by Bertsekas
and Tsitsiklis [25], and Bertsekas and Yu [26]. As in the case
of [25], under favorable assumptions where noncontractive
policies cannot be optimal, we show that the optimal cost
function, denoted J ∗ , is the unique solution of Bellman’s
equation, and we derive strong algorithmic results. As in the
case of [26], we consider more general situations where J ∗
need not be a solution of Bellman’s equation, and an optimal
policy may not be found by value or policy iteration. To
address such anomalies, we focus attention on the optimal cost
function over just the contractive policies, which we denote
ˆ We show that Jˆ is the largest solution of Bellman’s
by J.
equation and is the natural limit of value iteration starting
from functions J ≥ Jˆ (regardless of whether J ∗ is a solution
of Bellman’s equation).
We note, however, that there are some substantial differences from the analyses of [25] and [26]. The framework of the
present paper is broader than additive cost SSP and includes
in particular multiplicative cost problems. Moreover, some of
the assumptions are different and necessitate a different line of
analysis; for example there is no counterpart of the assumption
that J ∗ is real-valued, which is fundamental in the analysis
of [26]. As an indication, we note that deterministic shortest
path problems with negative cost cycles can be readily treated
within the framework of the present paper, but cannot be
analyzed as additive cost SSP problems within the standard
framework of [25] and the weaker framework of [26] because
their optimal shortest path length is equal to −∞ for some
initial states.
In this paper, we also pay special attention to SSP problems
with exponential cost, extending significantly some of the
classical results of Denardo and Rothblum [27], and the more
recent results of Patek [28]. Both of these papers impose
assumptions that guarantee that J ∗ is the unique solution
of Bellman’s equation, whereas our assumptions are much
weaker. Denardo and Rothblum [27] also assume a finite
control space, which is essential for their line of analysis,
which is based on linear programming.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we introduce
the affine monotonic model, and we show that it contains as a
special case multiplicative and exponentiated cost SSP models.
In Section III we introduce contractive policies and related
assumptions. In Section IV we address the core analytical
questions relating to Bellman’s equation and its solution, and
we obtain favorable results under the assumption that all
noncontractive policies have infinite cost starting from some
initial state. In Section V we remove this latter assumption,
and we show favorable results relating to a restricted problem whereby we optimize over the contractive policies only.
Algorithms such as value iteration, policy iteration, and linear
programming are also discussed in this paper, albeit somewhat
briefly, since their analysis follows to a great extent established
paths for semicontractive abstract DP models [1].
Regarding notation, we denote by <n the standard
Eu
clidean space of vectors J = J(1), . . . , J(n) with realvalued components, and we denote by < the real line. We

denote by <n+ the set of vectors with nonnegative real-valued
components,

<n+ = J | 0 ≤ J(i) < ∞, i = 1, . . . , n ,
and by En+ the set of vectors with nonnegative extended realvalued components,

En+ = J | 0 ≤ J(i) ≤ ∞, i = 1, . . . , n .
Inequalities with vectors are meant to be componentwise, i.e.,
J ≤ J 0 means that J(i) ≤ J 0 (i) for all i. Similarly, in the
absence of an explicit statement to the contrary, operations
on vectors, such as lim, lim sup, and inf, are meant to be
componentwise.
II. T HE A FFINE M ONOTONIC M ODEL
We consider a finite state space X = {1, . . . , n} and a
(possibly infinite) control constraint set U (i) for each state i.
Let M denote the set of all functions µ = µ(1), . . . , µ(n)
such that µ(i) ∈ U (i) for each i = 1, . . . , n. By a policy
we mean a sequence of the form π = {µ0 , µ1 , . . .}, where
µk ∈ M for all k = 0, 1, . . .. By a stationary policy we mean
a policy of the form {µ, µ, . . .}. For convenience we also refer
to any µ ∈ M as a “policy” and use it in place of the stationary
policy {µ, µ, . . .}, when confusion cannot arise.
We introduce for each µ ∈ M a mapping Tµ : En+ 7→ En+
given by
Tµ J = bµ + Aµ J,

where bµ is a vector of <n with components b i, µ(i) ,
i = 1, . .. , n, and Aµ is an n × n matrix with components
Aij µ(i) , i, j = 1, . . . , n. We assume that b(i, u) and Aij (u)
are nonnegative,
b(i, u) ≥ 0,

Aij (u) ≥ 0,

∀ i, j = 1, . . . , n, u ∈ U (i).

We define the mapping T : En+ 7→ En+ , where for each J ∈ En+ ,
T J is the vector of En+ with components


n
X
Aij (u)J(j) ,
(T J)(i) = inf b(i, u) +
u∈U (i)

j=1

i = 1, . . . , n.
Note that
(T J)(i) = inf (Tµ J)(i),
µ∈M

i = 1, . . . , n,

since (Tµ J)(i) is given by
n
 X

(Tµ J)(i) = b i, µ(i) +
Aij µ(i) J(j),
j=1

and depends on µ only through µ(i), which is just restricted
to be in U (i). In particular, we have T J ≤ Tµ J for all µ ∈ M
and J ∈ En+ .
We now define a DP-like optimization problem that involves
the mappings Tµ . We introduce a special vector J¯ ∈ <n+ , and
we define the cost function of a policy π = {µ0 , µ1 , . . .} in
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terms of the composition of the mappings Tµk , k = 0, 1, . . .,
by
¯
Jπ (i) = lim sup (Tµ0 · · · TµN −1 J)(i),

i = 1, . . . , n.

N →∞

The cost function of a stationary policy µ, is written as
¯
Jµ (i) = lim sup (TµN J)(i),

i = 1, . . . , n.

N →∞

(We use lim sup because we are not assured that the limit
exists; our analysis and results remain essentially unchanged
if lim sup is replaced by lim inf.)
In contractive abstract DP models, Tµ is assumed to be a
contraction for all µ ∈ M, in which case Jµ is the unique fixed
¯ Here
point of Tµ and does not depend on the choice of J.
we will not be making such an assumption, and the choice
of J¯ may affect profoundly the character of the problem.
For example, in additive cost SSP and other additive cost
¯ ≡ 0,
Markovian decision problems J¯ is the zero function, J(i)
¯
while in multiplicative cost models J is the unit function,
¯ ≡ 1, as we will discuss shortly. Also in additive cost SSP
J(i)
problems Aµ is a substochastic matrix for all µ ∈ M, while
in other problems Aµ can have components or row sums that
are larger and as well as smaller than 1.
We define the optimal cost function J ∗ by
J ∗ (i) = inf Jπ (i),
π∈Π

u∈U (i)

A. Multiplicative and Exponential Cost SSP Problems
In this section we describe a significant application context
for the affine monotonic model. This material is not required
for the analysis of the subsequent sections, so it may be
skipped by the reader without essential loss of continuity.
We will consider a type of SSP problem, where the cost
function of a policy accumulates over time multiplicatively,
rather than additively, up to the termination state. The special
case where the cost from a given state is the expected value of
the exponential of the length of the path from the state up to
termination was studied by Denardo and Rothblum [27], and
Patek [28]. We are not aware of a study of the multiplicative
cost version for problems where a cost-free and absorbing
termination state plays a major role (the paper by Rothblum
[30] deals with multiplicative cost problems but focuses on
the average cost case).
Let us introduce in addition to the states i = 1, . . . , n, a
cost-free and absorbing state t. We assume that probabilistic
state transitions occur among the states i = 1, . . . , n, up to
the first time a transition to state t occurs, in which case the
state transitions terminate. We denote by pit (u) and pij (u)
the probabilities of transition from i to t and to j under u,
respectively, so that
pit (u) +

j=1

This is the analog of the classical infinite horizon DP equation
and it is referred to as Bellman’s equation. We are interested
in solutions of this equation (i.e., fixed points of T ) within
En+ and within <n+ . Usually in DP models one expects that J ∗
solves Bellman’s equation, while optimal stationary policies
can be obtained by minimization over U (i) in its right-hand
side. However, this is not true in general, as we will show in
Section V.
Affine monotonic models appear in several contexts. In
particular, finite-state stochastic optimal control problems with
nonnegative cost per stage (see, e.g., Chapters 3 and 4 of
[12]) are special cases where J¯ is the identically zero function
¯
[J(i)
≡ 0]. Also, discounted problems involving state and
control-dependent discount factors (for example semi-Markov
problems, cf. Section 1.4 of [12], or Chapter 11 of [29]) are
special cases, with the discount factors being absorbed within
the scalars Aij (u). In all of these cases, Aµ is a substochastic
matrix. There are also other interesting special cases, where
Aµ is not substochastic. These correspond to various classes
of practical problems, including SSP-type problems with a
multiplicative or an exponential (rather than additive) cost
function, which we proceed to discuss.

n
X

i = 1, . . . , n, u ∈ U (i).

pij (u) = 1,

j=1

i = 1, . . . , n,

where Π denotes the set of all policies. We wish to find J ∗ and
a policy π ∗ ∈ Π that is optimal, i.e., Jπ∗ = J ∗ . The analysis
of affine monotonic problems revolves around the fixed point
equation J = T J, or equivalently


n
X
J(i) = inf b(i, u) +
Aij (u)J(j) , j = 1, . . . , n.

3

Next we introduce nonnegative scalars h(i, u, t) and h(i, u, j),
h(i, u, t) ≥ 0,

h(i, u, j) ≥ 0,

∀ i, j = 1, . . . , n, u ∈ U (i),

and we consider the affine monotonic problem where Aij (u)
and b(i, u) are defined by
i, j = 1, . . . , n, u ∈ U (i),
(1)

Aij (u) = pij (u)h(i, u, j),
and

i = 1, . . . , n, u ∈ U (i),

b(i, u) = pit (u)h(i, u, t),

and the vector J¯ is the unit vector,
¯ = 1,
J(i)

i = 1, . . . , n.

The cost function of this problem has a multiplicative character
as we show next.
Indeed, with the preceding definitions of Aij (u), b(i, u),
¯ we will prove that the expression for the cost function
and J,
of a policy π = {µ0 , µ1 , . . .},
¯ 0 ),
Jπ (i0 ) = lim sup (Tµ0 · · · TµN −1 J)(i
N →∞

i0 = 1, . . . , n,

can be written in the multiplicative form
(N −1
)
Y

h ik , µk (ik ), ik+1 ,
Jπ (i0 ) = lim sup E
N →∞

(2)

k=0

where:
(a) {i0 , i1 , . . .} is the random state trajectory generated starting from i0 and using π.
(b) The expected value is with respect to the probability
distribution of that trajectory.
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Based on Eq. (2), we have that Jπ (i0 ) is the limit superior of
the expected value of the exponential of the N -step additive
finite horizon cost up to termination, i.e., the sum

(c) We use the notation


h ik , µk (ik ), ik+1 = 1,

if ik = ik+1 = t,

(so that the multiplicative cost accumulation stops once
the state reaches t).
Thus, we claim that Jπ (i0 ) can be viewed as the expected
value of cost accumulated multiplicatively, starting from i0 up
to reaching the termination state t (or indefinitely accumulated
multiplicatively, if t is never reached).
To verify the formula (2) for Jπ , we use the definition
Tµ J = bµ + Aµ J, to show by induction that for every
π = {µ0 , µ1 , . . .}, we have
Tµ0 · · · TµN −1 J¯ = Aµ0 · · · AµN −1 J¯
+ bµ0 +

N
−1
X
k=1

Aµ0 · · · Aµk−1 bµk .

(3)

We then interpret the n components of each vector on the right
as conditional expected values of the expression
N
−1
Y

h ik , µk (ik ), ik+1



(4)

k=0

multiplied with the appropriate conditional probability. In
particular:
(a) The ith component of the vector Aµ0 · · · AµN −1 J¯ in Eq.
(3) is the conditional expected value of the expression
(4), given that i0 = i and iN 6= t, multiplied with the
conditional probability that iN 6= t, given that i0 = i.
(b) The ith component of the vector bµ0 in Eq. (3) is the
conditional expected value of the expression (4), given
that i0 = i and i1 = t, multiplied with the conditional
probability that i1 = t, given that i0 = i.
(c) The ith component of the vector Aµ0 · · · Aµk−1 bµk in Eq.
(3) is the conditional expected value of the expression (4),
given that i0 = i, ik = t, and i1 , . . . , ik−1 6= t, multiplied
with the conditional probability that ik = t and i1 , . . . ,
ik−1 6= t, given that i0 = i.
By adding these conditional probability expressions, we obtain
the ith component of the unconditional expected value
(N −1
)
Y

E
h ik , µk (ik ), ik+1 ,
k=0

thus verifying the formula (2).
A special case of multiplicative cost problem is the risksensitive SSP problem with exponential cost function, where
for all i = 1, . . . , n, and u ∈ U (i),

h(i, u, j) = exp g(i, u, j) , j = 1, . . . , n, t,
(5)
and the function g can take both positive and negative values.
The Bellman equation for this problem is
"

J(i) = inf pit (u)exp g(i, u, t)
u∈U (i)

+

n
X
j=1

#

pij (u)exp g(i, u, j) J(j) ,

i = 1, . . . , n.

k̄
X


g ik , µk (ik ), ik+1 ,

k=0

where k̄ is equal to the first index prior to N − 1 such that
ik̄+1 = t, or is equal to N − 1 if there is no such index. The
use of the exponential introduces risk aversion, by assigning
a strictly convex increasing penalty for large rather than small
cost of a trajectory up to termination (and hence a preference
for small variance of the additive cost up to termination).
In the cases where 0 ≤ g or g ≤ 0, we also have
¯ respectively, corresponding to a
J¯ ≤ T J¯ and T J¯ ≤ J,
monotone increasing and a monotone decreasing problem,
in the terminology of [1]. Both of these problems admit a
favorable analysis, highlighted by the fact that J ∗ is a fixed
point of T (see [1], Chapter 4). The finiteness of the state
space is not essential for this analysis.
The case where g can take both positive and negative values
is more challenging, and is covered by the analysis of this
paper. We will consider two cases, discussed in Sections IV
and V, respectively. Under the assumptions of Section IV, J ∗
is shown to be the unique fixed point of T within <n+ . Under
the assumptions of Section V, it may happen that J ∗ is not a
fixed point of T (see Example 2 that follows). Denardo and
Rothblum [27] and Patek [28] consider only the more benign
Section IV case, for which J ∗ is guaranteed to be a fixed point
of T . Also, the approach of [27] is very different from ours:
it relies on linear programming ideas, and for this reason it
requires a finite control constraint set and cannot be adapted
to an infinite control space. The approach of [28] is closer to
ours in that it also descends from the paper [25]. It allows for
an infinite control space under a compactness assumption that
is similar to our Assumption 2 of the next section, but it also
requires that g(i, u, j) > 0 for all i, u, j, so it deals only with
¯
a monotone increasing case where J¯ ≤ T J.
The deterministic version of the exponential cost problem where for each u ∈ U (i), only one of the transition
probabilities pit (u), pi1 (u), . . . , pin (u) is equal to 1 and all
others are equal to 0, is mathematically equivalent to the
classical deterministic shortest path problem (since minimizing
the exponential of a deterministic expression is equivalent
to minimizing that expression). For this problem a standard
assumption is that there are no cycles that have negative total
length to ensure that the shortest path length is finite. However,
it is interesting that this assumption is not required in the
present paper: when there are paths that go perpetually around
a negative length cycle we simply have J ∗ (i) = 0 for all states
i on the cycle, which is permissible within our context.
III. C ONTRACTIVE P OLICIES
We now introduce a special property of policies which is
central for the purposes of this paper. We say that a given
stationary policy µ is contractive if AN
µ → 0 as N → ∞.
Equivalently, µ is contractive if all the eigenvalues of Aµ
lie strictly within the unit circle. Otherwise, µ is called
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noncontractive. It follows from a classical result that a policy
µ is contractive if and only if Tµ is a contraction with respect
to some norm. Because Aµ ≥ 0, a stronger assertion can be
made: µ is contractive if and only if Aµ is a contraction with
respect to some weighted sup-norm (see e.g., the discussion
in [22], Ch. 2, Cor. 6.2, or [12], Section 1.5.1).
Let us derive an expression for the cost function of contractive and noncontractive policies. By repeatedly applying the
mapping Tµ to both sides of the equation Tµ J = bµ + Aµ J,
we have
N
−1
X

TµN J = AN
µJ +

Akµ bµ ,

∀ J ∈ <n , N = 1, 2, . . . ,

k=0

¯
lim sup TµN J¯ = lim sup AN
µJ +
N →∞
N →∞

∞
X

Akµ bµ .

(6)

k=0

From these expressions, it follows that if µ is contractive, the
initial function J¯ in the definition of Jµ does not matter, and
we have
Jµ = lim sup TµN J
N →∞

= lim sup
N →∞

N
−1
X

Akµ bµ ,

k=0

∀ µ: contractive, J ∈ <n .

Moreover, since for a contractive µ, Tµ is a contraction with
respect to a weighted sup-norm, the lim sup above can be
replaced by lim, so that
Jµ =

∞
X
k=0

t occurs, in which case the state transitions terminate. As in
Section II.A, we denote by pit (u) and pij (u) the probabilities
of transition from i to t and to j under u, respectively. For
 a
policy µ and an integer N > 0, we denote by pN
ij µ(i) the
N -step transition probability of being at state j ∈ {1, . . . , n, t}
after exactly N steps starting from a state i ∈ {1, . . . , n, t}.
We say that a policy µ is proper if under µ, we are
guaranteed to reach t with probability 1 starting from any state
¯
i. It is well known
that for

 additive cost SSP, where J ≡ 0
and Aij µ(i) = pij µ(i) for all i, j = 1, . . . , n, µ is proper
if and only if it is contractive, i.e.,

lim pN
∀ i, j = 1, . . . , n.
ij µ(i) = 0,
N →∞

and hence
Jµ =

5

Akµ bµ = (I − Aµ )−1 bµ ,

∀ µ: contractive. (7)

Thus if µ is contractive, Jµ is real-valued as well as nonnegative, i.e., Jµ ∈ <n+ . If µ is noncontractive, we have Jµ ∈ En+
and it is possible that Jµ (i) = ∞ for some states i.
We also have the following proposition.
Proposition 1. For a contractive policy µ, the cost vector Jµ
is the unique solution of the equation J = Tµ J within <n .
Furthermore, we have
lim (Tµk J)(i)
k→∞

= Jµ (i),

i = 1, . . . , n,

(8)

for every J ∈ <n .
Proof. From Eq. (7), we have (I −Aµ )Jµ = bµ or Jµ = Tµ Jµ .
Thus Jµ is a fixed point of Tµ . Since Tµ is a contraction
mapping, Jµ is the unique fixed point of Tµ and also Eq. (8)
holds.
A. Some Special cases of Contractive Policies
Generally, it may not be simple to verify that a given policy
µ is contractive. However, when the problem has a shortest
path character, as in the case of an additive or a multiplicative
cost SSP, a connection between contractive and proper policies
can be made. In particular, let us introduce in addition to the
states i = 1, . . . , n, a cost-free and absorbing state t, and
assume that probabilistic state transitions occur among the
states i = 1, . . . , n, up to the first time a transition to state

A particularly favorable situation arises when all policies
are proper, in which case all the mappings T and Tµ are
contractions with respect to some common weighted sup norm.
This result was shown in the paper by Veinott [31], where
it was attributed to A. J. Hoffman. Alternative proofs of the
contraction property of T are given in Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis,
[22], p. 325 and [32], Prop. 2.2, Tseng [33], and Littman [34].
For multiplicative cost SSP, asserting the contractiveness of
a policy µ is complicated by the presence of the function h that
defines Aµ , together with the transition probabilities pij µ(i)
[cf. Eq. (1)]. The situation is simplified if h i, µ(i), j ≤ 1
for all i, j = 1, . . . , n,
 since then Aµ is substochastic. For
example if h i, µ(i), j < 1 for all i, j = 1, . . . , n, then µ is
contractive, since the spectral
radius of Aµ is at most equal to

maxi,j=1...,n h i, µ(i), j < 1. In general, however, a policy
that is proper need not be contractive for multiplicative cost
SSP.
Let us provide a contractiveness criterion for multiplicative
cost problems in the case where h i, µ(i), j can take values
greater than 1. We say that for a given set of states S ⊂
{1, . . . , n, t}, a policy µ is proper with respect to S if it is
proper and in addition we have

pij µ(i) = 0,
∀ i ∈ S, j ∈
/ S,
and for some integer N > 0

pN
∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, j ∈
/ S.
ij µ(i) = 0,
Thus for a policy that is proper with respect to S, there is an
extra requirement: there should be an upper bound N on the
number of steps needed for the state to reach the set S starting
from outside S; moreover, once within S the state must stay
in S and eventually, with probability 1, end up at t. Assume
now that for this policy, the function h satisfies

h i, µ(i), j ≤ 1,
∀ i ∈ S, j ∈ S.
Then it can be seen from Eq. (1) that the square submatrix
of Aµ that corresponds to the set S is substochastic, and
using this fact and the properness of µ, it follows that
µ is contractive. The criterion just described for asserting
contractiveness of µ is useful in problems where the Markov
chain corresponding to µ has special structure that favors the
identification of a suitable subset of states S.
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B. Assumptions
We will now introduce two assumptions that will be used
throughout the paper.
Assumption 1. There exists at least one contractive policy.
The analysis of finite-state additive cost SSP problems
typically assumes that the control space is either finite, or
satisfies a compactness and continuity condition introduced
in [25]. The following is a similar condition.

(b) Let J0 be the zero vector in <n [J0 (i) ≡ 0]. The sequence
{T k J0 } is monotonically nondecreasing and converges to
˜
a limit J˜ ∈ <n+ that satisfies J˜ ≤ J ∗ and J˜ = T J.
Proof. (a) The set of u ∈ U (i) that minimize the expression
in Eq. (9) is the intersection ∩∞
m=1 Um of the nested sequence
of sets


n


X
Um = u ∈ U (i) b(i, u) +
Aij (u)J(j) ≤ λm ,


j=1

Assumption 2 (Compactness and Continuity). The control
space U is a metric space, and Aij (·) and b(i, ·) are continuous functions of u over U (i), for all i and j. Moreover,
for each state i, the sets


n


X
u ∈ U (i) b(i, u) +
Aij (u)J(j) ≤ λ



m = 1, 2, . . . ,
where {λm } is a monotonically decreasing sequence such that


n
X
λm ↓ inf b(i, u) +
Aij (u)J(j) .
u∈U (i)

j=1

j=1

are compact subsets of U for all scalars λ ∈ < and J ∈ <n+ .
The preceding assumption is satisfied if the control space U
is finite. One way to see this is to simply identify each u ∈ U
with a distinct integer from the real line. Another interesting
case where the assumption is satisfied is when for all i, U (i)
is a compact subset of the metric space U , and the functions
b(i, ·) and Aij (·) are continuous functions of u over U (i).
An advantage of allowing U (i) to be infinite and compact
is that it makes possible the use of randomized policies for
problems where there is a finite set of feasible actions at
each state i, call it C(i). We may then specify U (i) to be
the set of all probability distributions over C(i), which is
a compact subset of a Euclidean space. In this way, our
results apply to finite-state and finite-action problems where
randomization is allowed, and J ∗ is the optimal cost function
over all randomized nonstationary policies. Note, however,
that the optimal cost function may change when randomized
policies are introduced in this way. Basically, for our purposes,
optimization over nonrandomized and over randomized policies over finite action sets C(i) are two different problems,
both of which are interesting and can be addressed with the
methodology of this paper. However, when the sets C(i) are
infinite, a different and mathematically more sophisticated
framework is required in order to allow randomized policies.
The reason is that randomized policies over the infinite action
sets C(i) must obey measurability restrictions, such as universal measurability; see Bertsekas and Shreve [6], and Yu and
Bertsekas [35].
The compactness and continuity part of the preceding assumption guarantees some important properties of the mapping
T . These are summarized in the following proposition.
Proposition 2. Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold.
(a) The set of u ∈ U (i) that minimize the expression
b(i, u) +

n
X

Aij (u)J(j)

j=1

is nonempty and compact for all J ∈ <n+ .

(9)

Each set Um is nonempty, and by Assumption 2, it is compact,
so the intersection is nonempty and compact.
(b) By the nonnegativity of b(i, u) and Aij (u), we have J0 ≤
T J0 , which by the monotonicity of T implies that {T k J0 } is
monotonically nondecreasing to a limit J˜ ∈ En+ , and we have
˜
J0 ≤ T J0 ≤ · · · ≤ T k J0 ≤ · · · ≤ J.

(10)

For all policies π = {µ0 , µ1 , . . .}, we have T k J0 ≤ T k J¯ ≤
¯ so by taking the limit as k → ∞, we obtain
Tµ0 · · · Tµk−1 J,
J˜ ≤ Jπ , and by taking the infimum over π, it follows that
J˜ ≤ J ∗ . By Assumption 1, there exists at least one contractive
policy µ, for which Jµ is real-valued [cf. Eq. (7)], so J ∗ ∈ <n+ .
It follows that the sequence {T k J0 } consists of vectors in <n+ ,
while J˜ ∈ <n+ .
By applying T to both sides of Eq. (10), we obtain


n
X
(T k+1 J0 )(i) = inf b(i, u) +
Aij (u)(T k J0 )(j)
u∈U (i)

j=1

˜
≤ (T J)(i),
˜
and by taking the limit as k → ∞, it follows that J˜ ≤ T J.
Assume to arrive at a contradiction that there exists a state ĩ
such that
˜ ĩ) < (T J)(
˜ ĩ).
J(
(11)
Consider the sets


Uk (ĩ) = u ∈ U (ĩ)


b(ĩ, u) +

n
X
j=1



˜ ĩ)
Aĩj (u)(T k J0 )(j) ≤ J(


for
 k ≥ 0. It follows from Assumption 2 and Eq. (10) that
Uk (ĩ) is a nested sequence of compact sets. Let also uk be
a control attaining the minimum in


n
X
min b(ĩ, u) +
Aĩj (u)(T k J0 )(j) ;
u∈U (ĩ)

j=1
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[such a control exists by part (a)]. From Eq. (10), it follows
that for all m ≥ k,
b(ĩ, um ) +

n
X

Aĩj (um )(T k J0 )(j)

j=1

≤ b(ĩ, um ) +

n
X

Aĩj (um )(T m J0 )(j)

Proof. If µ is contractive, by Prop. 1 we have J ≥ Tµ J when
J = Jµ ∈ <n+ . Conversely, let J be a vector in <n+ with
J ≥ Tµ J. Then the monotonicity of Tµ and Eq. (3) imply
that for all integers N ≥ 1 we have
J≥

TµN J

=

AN
µJ

+

N
−1
X

Akµ bµ

k=0

j=1

≥

N
−1
X
k=0

Akµ bµ ≥ 0.

P∞

k
k=0 Aµ bµ

It follows that the vector
is real-valued so that,
by Assumption 3, µ cannot be noncontractive.

˜ ĩ).
≤ J(
Therefore {um }∞
m=k ⊂ Uk (ĩ), and since Uk (ĩ) is compact, all
the limit points of {um }∞
m=k belong to Uk (ĩ) and at least one
such limit point exists. Hence the same is true of the limit
points of the entire sequence {um }∞
m=0 . It follows that if ũ is
a limit point of {um }∞
m=0 then
ũ ∈ ∩∞
k=0 Uk (ĩ).
This implies that for all k ≥ 0
(T k+1 J0 )(ĩ) ≤ b(ĩ, ũ) +

7

n
X
j=1

˜ ĩ).
Aĩj (ũ)(T k J0 )(j) ≤ J(

By taking the limit in this relation as k → ∞, we obtain
˜ ĩ) = b(ĩ, ũ) +
J(

n
X

˜
Aĩj (ũ)J(j).

j=1

˜ ĩ),
Since the right-hand side is greater than or equal to (T J)(
˜
˜
Eq. (11) is contradicted, implying that J = T J.
In the next two sections, we will consider questions relating
to Bellman’s equation, the convergence of value iteration
(VI for short) and policy iteration (PI for short), as well as
conditions for optimality of a stationary policy. In Section
IV we will use the following assumption, which parallels the
central assumption of [25] for SSP problems. We will not need
this assumption in Section V.

A. Main Results
The following proposition is our main result under Assumptions 1-3. It parallels Prop. 3 of [25] (see also Section 3.2
of [12]). In addition to the fixed point property of J ∗ and
the convergence of the VI sequence {T k J} to J ∗ starting
from any J ∈ <n+ , it shows the validity of the PI algorithm.
The latter algorithm generates a sequence {µk } starting from
any contractive policy µ0 . Its typical iteration consists of
a computation of Jµk using the policy evaluation equation
Jµk = Tµk Jµk , followed by the policy improvement operation
Tµk+1 Jµk = T Jµk .
Proposition 4 (Bellman’s Equation, Policy Iteration, Value
Iteration, and Optimality Conditions). Let Assumptions 1, 2,
and 3 hold.
(a) The optimal cost vector J ∗ satisfies the Bellman equation
J = T J. Moreover, J ∗ is the unique solution of this
equation within <n+ .
(b) Starting with any contractive policy µ0 , the sequence
{µk } generated by the PI algorithm consists of contractive policies, and any limit point of this sequence is a
contractive and optimal policy.
(c) We have
lim (T k J)(i) = J ∗ (i),

k→∞

Assumption 3 (Infinite Cost Condition). For every noncontractive policy µ, there is at least onePstate such that the
∞
corresponding component of the vector k=0 Akµ bµ is equal
to ∞.
Note that the preceding assumption guarantees that for
every noncontractive policy µ, we have Jµ (i) = ∞ for
at least one state i [cf. Eq. (6)]. The reverse is not true,
however:
P∞ Jµ (i) = ∞ does not imply that the ith component
of k=0 Akµ bµ is equal to ∞, since there is the possibility
¯
that AN
µ J may become unbounded as N → ∞ [cf. Eq. (6)].
IV. C ASE OF I NFINITE C OST N ONCONTRACTIVE P OLICIES
In this section, we use Assumption 3 (in addition to Assumptions 1 and 2). We derive results that closely parallel
the standard results for additive cost SSP problems (cf. [25]).
The following preliminary result plays an important role in
the subsequent analysis.
Proposition 3 (Characterization of Contractive Policies). Let
Assumption 3 hold. A policy µ is contractive if and only if it
satisfies J ≥ Tµ J for some vector J ∈ <n+ .

i = 1, . . . , n,

for every vector J ∈ <n+ .
(d) A stationary policy µ is optimal if and only if Tµ J ∗ =
T J ∗.
(e) For a vector J ∈ <n+ , if J ≤ T J then J ≤ J ∗ , and if
J ≥ T J then J ≥ J ∗ .
Proof. (a), (b) We will show parts (a) and (b) simultaneously.
From Prop. 2(b), T has as fixed point the vector J˜ ∈ <n+ , the
limit of the sequence {T k J0 }, where J0 is the identically zero
vector [J0 (i) ≡ 0]. To review the steps of the proof, we will
first show that J˜ is the unique fixed point of T within <n+ .
Then we will show that the PI algorithm, starting from any
contractive policy, generates in the limit a contractive policy
˜ Finally we will show that Jµ = J ∗ .
µ such that Jµ = J.
Indeed, if J and J 0 are two fixed points within <n+ , then
we select µ and µ0 such that J = T J = Tµ J and J 0 = T J 0 =
Tµ0 J 0 ; this is possible because of Prop. 2(a). By Prop. 3, we
have that µ and µ0 are contractive, and by Prop. 1 we obtain
J = Jµ and J 0 = Jµ0 . We also have J = T k J ≤ Tµk0 J for all
k ≥ 1, and by Prop. 1, it follows that J ≤ limk→∞ Tµk0 J =
Jµ0 = J 0 . Similarly, J 0 ≤ J, showing that J = J 0 . Thus T
has J˜ as its unique fixed point within <n+ .
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We next turn to the PI algorithm. Let µ be a contractive
policy (there exists one by Assumption 1). Choose µ0 such
that
Tµ0 Jµ = T Jµ .
0

Then we have Jµ = Tµ Jµ ≥ Tµ0 Jµ . By Prop. 3, µ is
contractive, and using the monotonicity of Tµ0 and Prop. 1,
we obtain
Jµ ≥ Tµ0 Jµ ≥ lim Tµk0 Jµ = Jµ0 .
k→∞

k = 0, 1, . . .

Tµk J ≥ T k J ≥ T k J ∗ = J ∗ = Jµ ,

where µ is the contractive optimal policy obtained by PI in
the proof of part (b). By taking the limit as k → ∞ and using
the fact Tµk J → Jµ (which follows from the contractiveness
of µ), we obtain
lim T k J = J ∗ ,

(12)

Continuing in the same manner, we construct a sequence {µk }
such that each µk is contractive and
Jµk ≥ Tµk+1 Jµk = T Jµk ≥ Jµk+1 ,

Also, for any J ∈ <n+ with J ≥ J ∗ , we have

(13)

The sequence {Jµk } is real-valued, nonincreasing, and nonnegative so it converges to some J∞ ∈ <n+ .
k
We claim that
=

 the sequence of vectors µ
k
k
µ (1), . . . , µ (n) has a limit point µ(1), . . . , µ(n) ,
with µ being a feasible policy. Indeed, using Eq. (13) and the
fact J∞ ≤ Jµk−1 , we have for all k = 1, 2, . . . ,

k→∞

∀ J ∈ <n+ with J ≥ J ∗ .

(15)

Finally, given any J ∈ <n+ , we have from Eqs. (14) and (15),


lim T k min{J, J ∗ } = J ∗ , lim T k max{J, J ∗ } = J ∗ ,

k→∞

k→∞

and since J lies between min{J, J ∗ } and max{J, J ∗ }, it
follows that T k J → J ∗ .
(d) If µ is optimal, then Jµ = J ∗ and since by part (a) J ∗ is
real-valued, µ is contractive. Therefore, by Prop. 1,
Tµ J ∗ = Tµ Jµ = Jµ = J ∗ = T J ∗ .

Conversely, if J ∗ = T J ∗ = Tµ J ∗ , it follows from Prop. 3 that
µ is contractive, and by using Prop. 1, we obtain J ∗ = Jµ .
Tµk J∞ ≤ Tµk Jµk−1 = T Jµk−1 ≤ Tµk−1 Jµk−1 = Jµk−1 ≤ Jµ0 , Therefore µ is optimal. The existence of an optimal policy
follows from part (b).
so µk (i) belongs to the set
(e) If J ∈ <n+ and J ≤ T J, by repeatedly applying T to both


n


sides and using the monotonicity of T , we obtain J ≤ T k J for
X
Û (i) = u ∈ U (i) b(i, u) +
Aij (u)J∞ (j) ≤ Jµ0 (i) , all k. Taking the limit as k → ∞ and using the fact T k J → J ∗


j=1
[cf. part (c)], we obtain J ≤ J ∗ . The proof that J ≥ J ∗ if
which is compact by Assumption 2. Hence the sequence {µk } J ≥ T J is similar.
belongs to the compact set Û (1) × · · · × Û (n), and has a limit
point µ, which is a feasible policy. In what follows, without B. Computational Methods
Proposition 4(b) shows the validity of PI when starting from
loss of generality, we assume that the entire sequence {µk }
a contractive policy. This is similar to the case of additive cost
converges to µ.
Since Jµk ↓ J∞ ∈ <n+ and µk → µ, by taking limit as k → SSP, where PI is known to converge starting from a proper
∞ in Eq. (13), and using the continuity part of Assumption policy (cf. the proof of Prop. 3 of [25]).
There is also an asynchronous version of the PI algorithm
2, we obtain J∞ = Tµ J∞ . It follows from Prop. 3 that µ is
contractive, and that Jµ is equal to J∞ . To show that Jµ is a proposed for discounted and additive cost SSP models by
fixed point of T , we note that from the right side of Eq. (13), Bertsekas and Yu [14], [15], which does not require an initial
we have for all policies µ, Tµ Jµk ≥ Jµk+1 , which by taking contractive policy and admits an asynchronous implementalimit as k → ∞ yields Tµ Jµ ≥ Jµ . By taking minimum over tion. This algorithm extends to the affine monotonic model of
µ, we obtain T Jµ ≥ Jµ . Combining this with the relation this paper under Assumptions 1-3 (see [1], Chapter 3, for a
Jµ = Tµ Jµ ≥ T Jµ , it follows that Jµ = T Jµ . Thus Jµ is description of this extension to abstract DP models).
Proposition 4(c) establishes the validity of the VI algorithm
equal to the unique fixed point J˜ of T within <n+ .
k
We will now conclude the proof by showing that Jµ is that generates the sequence {T J}, starting from any initial
n
∗
equal to the optimal cost vector J (which also implies the J ∈ <+ . An asynchronous version of this algorithm is also
optimality of the policy µ, obtained from the PI algorithm valid; see the discussion of Section 2.6 of [1].
Finally, Prop. 4(e) shows that it is possible to compute
starting from a contractive policy). By Prop. 2(b), the sequence
˜ which is equal to Jµ . J ∗ as the unique solution of the problem of maximizing
T k J0 converges monotonically to J,
Pn
Also, for every policy π = {µ0 , µ1 , . . .}, we have
i=1 βi J(i) over all J = J(1), . . . , J(n) such that J ≤
T
J,
where β1 , . . . , βn are any positive scalars. This problem
¯
T k J0 ≤ T k J¯ ≤ Tµ0 · · · Tµk−1 J,
k = 0, 1, . . . ,
can be written as
n
X
and by taking the limit as k → ∞, we obtain Jµ = J˜ =
maximize
βi J(i)
limk→∞ T k J0 ≤ Jπ for all π, showing that Jµ = J ∗ . Thus
i=1
J ∗ is the unique fixed point of T within <n+ , and µ is an
n
X
optimal policy.
subject to J(i) ≤ b(i, u) +
Aij (u)J(j),
(c) From the preceding proof, we have that T k J0 → J ∗ , which
j=1
implies that
i = 1, . . . , n, u ∈ U (i),
(16)
lim T k J = J ∗ ,

k→∞

∀ J ∈ <n+ with J ≤ J ∗ .

(14)

and it is a linear program if each U (i) is a finite set.
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V. C ASE OF F INITE C OST NONCONTRACTIVE P OLICIES
We will now eliminate Assumption 3, thus allowing noncontractive policies with real-valued cost functions. We prove
results that are weaker yet useful and substantial. An important
notion in this regard is the optimal cost that can be achieved
with contractive policies only, i.e., the vector Jˆ with components given by
ˆ =
J(i)

inf

µ: contractive

Jµ (i),

i = 1, . . . , n.

(17)

We will show that Jˆ is a solution of Bellman’s equation, while
J ∗ need not be. To this end, we give an important property of
noncontractive policies in the following proposition.
Proposition 5. If µ is a noncontractive policy and all the
components of bµ are strictly positive, then there exists at
least one state
P∞ i such that the corresponding component of
the vector k=0 Akµ bµ is ∞.
Proof. According to the Perron-Frobenius Theorem, the nonnegative matrix Aµ has a real eigenvalue λ, which is equal to
its spectral radius, and an associated nonnegative eigenvector
ξ 6= 0 (see e.g., [22], Chapter 2, Prop. 6.6). Choose γ > 0 to
be such that bµ ≥ γξ, so that
!
∞
∞
∞
X
X
X
Akµ ξ = γ
λk ξ.
Akµ bµ ≥ γ
k=0

k=0

k=0

Since some component of ξ is positive while λ ≥ 1 (since µ is
noncontractive), the corresponding component of the infinite
sum on the right is infinite, and the same
for the
P∞ is true
k
corresponding component of the vector
k=0 Aµ bµ on the
left.

(c) The optimal cost function over contractive policies Jˆ [cf.
Eq. (17)] satisfies
ˆ = lim Jδ∗ (i),
J(i)
δ↓0

i = 1, . . . , n.

(d) If the control constraint set U (i) is finite for all states i =
1, . . . , n, there exists a contractive policy µ̂ that attains
ˆ
the minimum over all contractive policies, i.e., Jµ̂ = J.
Proof. (a), (b) By Prop. 5, we have that Assumption 3 holds
for the δ-perturbed problem. The results follow by applying
Prop. 4 [the equation of part (a) is Bellman’s equation for the
δ-perturbed problem].
(c) For an optimal contractive policy µ∗δ of the δ-perturbed
problem [cf. part (b)], we have for all µ0 that are contractive
Jˆ =

inf

µ: contractive

Jµ ≤ Jµ∗δ ≤ Jµ∗δ ,δ = Jδ∗ ≤ Jµ0 ,δ .

Since for every contractive policy µ0 , we have limδ↓0 Jµ0 ,δ =
Jµ0 , it follows that
Jˆ ≤ lim Jµ∗δ ≤ Jµ0 ,
δ↓0

∀ µ0 : contractive.

By taking the infimum over all µ0 that are contractive, the
result follows.
(d) Let {δk } be a positive sequence with δk ↓ 0, and consider a
corresponding sequence {µk } of optimal contractive policies
for the δk -perturbed problems. Since the set of contractive
policies is finite, some policy µ̂ will be repeated infinitely often
within the sequence {µk }, and since {Jδ∗k } is monotonically
nonincreasing, we will have
Jˆ ≤ Jµ̂ ≤ Jδ∗k ,
ˆ it follows
for all k sufficiently large. Since by part (c), Jδ∗k ↓ J,
ˆ
that Jµ̂ = J.

A. The δ-Perturbed Problem
We now proceed with a perturbation line of analysis, also
used in [1] and [26], whereby we add a constant δ > 0 to
all components of bµ , thus obtaining what we call the δperturbed affine monotonic model. We denote by Jµ,δ and Jδ∗
the cost function of µ and the optimal cost function of the
δ-perturbed model, respectively. The intuition behind the δperturbed problem is that when δ is added to bµ , by Prop. 5, for
every noncontractive policy the cost of some states becomes
infinite, so that the analysis of Section IV under Assumption 3
(Prop. 4 in particular) is brought to bear. We have the following
proposition.
Proposition 6. Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Then for each
δ > 0:
(a) Jδ∗ is the unique solution within <n+ of the equation
J(i) = (T J)(i) + δ,

9

i = 1, . . . , n.

(b) A policy µ is optimal for the δ-perturbed problem (i.e.,
Jµ,δ = Jδ∗ ) if and only if Tµ Jδ∗ = T Jδ∗ . Moreover, for the
δ-perturbed problem, all optimal policies are contractive
and there exists at least one contractive policy that is
optimal.

B. Main Results
We now show that Jˆ is the largest fixed point of T within
<n+ . This is the subject of the next proposition, which also
provides a convergence result for VI as well as an optimality
condition; see Fig. 1.
Proposition 7 (Bellman’s Equation, Value Iteration, and Optimality Conditions). Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Then:
ˆ is
(a) The optimal cost function over contractive policies, J,
n
ˆ
the largest fixed point of T within <+ , i.e., J is a fixed
point that belongs to <n+ , and if J 0 ∈ <n+ is another fixed
ˆ
point, we have J 0 ≤ J.
k
ˆ
ˆ
(b) We have T J → J for every J ∈ <n+ with J ≥ J.
(c) Let µ be a contractive policy. Then µ is optimal within
ˆ if and only
the class of contractive policies (i.e., Jµ = J)
ˆ
if Tµ Jˆ = T J.
Proof. (a), (b) For all contractive µ, we have Jµ = Tµ Jµ ≥
ˆ Taking the infimum over contractive µ, we obtain
Tµ Jˆ ≥ T J.
ˆ Conversely, for all δ > 0 and µ ∈ M, we have
Jˆ ≥ T J.
Jδ∗ = T Jδ∗ + δe ≤ Tµ Jδ∗ + δe.
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Fig. 2. The exponential cost SSP problem with a single state of Example 1.

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of Prop. 7 for a problem with two states. The
ˆ is the largest solution of
optimal cost function over contractive policies, J,
ˆ
Bellman’s equation, while VI converges to Jˆ starting from J ≥ J.

Moreover, we have

Taking limit as δ ↓ 0, and using Prop. 6(c), we obtain Jˆ ≤ Tµ Jˆ
for all µ ∈ M. Taking infimum over µ ∈ M, it follows that
ˆ Thus Jˆ is a fixed point of T .
Jˆ ≤ T J.
For all J ∈ <n with J ≥ Jˆ and contractive µ, we have by
using the relation Jˆ = T Jˆ just shown,

We note that if U (i) is infinite it is possible that Jˆ = J ∗ ,
but the only optimal policy is noncontractive, even if the compactness Assumption 2 holds. This is shown in the following
example, which is adapted from the paper [26] (Example 2.1).

Jˆ = lim T k Jˆ ≤ lim T k J ≤ lim Tµk J = Jµ .
k→∞

k→∞

k→∞

Taking the infimum over all contractive µ, we obtain
ˆ
Jˆ ≤ lim T k J ≤ J,
k→∞

ˆ
∀ J ≥ J.

This proves that T k J → Jˆ starting from any J ∈ <n+ with
ˆ Finally, let J 0 ∈ <n be another fixed point of T , and
J ≥ J.
+
ˆ
let J ∈ <n+ be such that J ≥ Jˆ and J ≥ J 0 . Then T k J → J,
k
k 0
0
0
ˆ
while T J ≥ T J = J . It follows that J ≥ J .
ˆ we have Jˆ =
(c) If µ is a contractive policy with Jµ = J,
ˆ so, using also the relation Jˆ = T Jˆ [cf.
Jµ = Tµ Jµ = Tµ J,
ˆ Conversely, if µ satisfies
part (a)], we obtain Tµ Jˆ = T J.
ˆ
ˆ
Tµ J = T J, then from part (a), we have Tµ Jˆ = Jˆ and hence
ˆ Since µ is contractive, we obtain Jµ =
limk→∞ Tµk Jˆ = J.
k ˆ
ˆ
limk→∞ Tµ J, so Jµ = J.
Note that it is possible that there exists a noncontractive
policy µ that is strictly suboptimal and yet satisfies the optimality condition Tµ J ∗ = T J ∗ (there are simple deterministic
shortest path examples with a zero length cycle that can be
used to show this; see [1], Section 3.1). Thus contractiveness
of µ is an essential assumption in Prop. 7(c).
The following proposition shows that starting from any J ≥
ˆ the convergence rate of VI to Jˆ is linear. The proposition
J,
also provides a corresponding error bound. The proof is very
similar to a corresponding result of [26] and will not be given.
Proposition 8 (Convergence Rate of VI). Let Assumptions 1
and 2 hold, and assume that there exists a contractive policy
µ̂ that is optimal within the class of contractive policies, i.e.,
ˆ Then
Jµ̂ = J.
ˆ v ≤ βkJ − Jk
ˆ v,
T J − Jk

ˆ
∀ J ≥ J,

where k · kv is a weighted sup-norm for which Tµ∗ is a contraction and β is the corresponding modulus of contraction.

ˆ v≤
kJ − Jk

1
J(i) − (T J)(i)
max
,
1 − β i=1,...,n
v(i)

ˆ
∀ J ≥ J.

Example 1 (A Counterexample on the Existence of an Optimal
Contractive Policy). Consider an exponential cost SSP problem with a single state 1 in addition to the termination state
t; cf. Fig. 2. At state 1 we must choose u ∈ [0, 1]. Then, we
terminate at no cost [g(1, u, t) = 0 in Eq. (5)] with probability
u, and we stay at state 1 at cost −u [i.e., g(1, u, 1) = −u in
Eq. (5)] with probability 1 − u. We have b(i, u) = u exp (0)
and A11 (u) = (1 − u) exp (−u), so that
H(1, u, J) = u + (1 − u) exp (−u)J.
Here there is a unique noncontractive policy µ0 : it chooses
u = 0 at state 1, and has cost Jµ0 (1) = 1. Every policy µ
with µ(1) ∈ (0, 1] is contractive, and Jµ can be obtained by
solving the equation Jµ = Tµ Jµ , i.e.,


Jµ (1) = µ(1) + 1 − µ(1) exp − µ(1) Jµ (1).
We thus obtain
Jµ (1) =

µ(1)

.
1 − 1 − µ(1) exp − µ(1)

By plotting this expression over the range µ(1) ∈ (0, 1], we
can see that it decreases monotonically to 21 as µ(1) → 0.
ˆ
Thus, J(1)
= J ∗ (1) = 12 , but there exists no optimal policy,
and no optimal policy within the class of contractive policies.
Let us also show that generally, under Assumptions 1 and
2, J ∗ need not be a fixed point of T . The following example
is adapted from the paper [26] (Example 2.2).
Example 2 (An Exponential Cost SSP Problem Where J ∗ is
not a Fixed Point of T ). Consider the exponential cost SSP
problem of Fig. 3, involving a noncontractive policy µ whose
transitions are marked by solid lines in the figure and form the
two zero length cycles shown. All the transitions under µ are
deterministic, except at state 1 where the successor state is 2
or 5 with equal probability 1/2. We assume that the cost of the
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policy for a given state is the expected value of the exponential
of the finite horizon path length. We first calculate Jµ (1). Let
gk denote thePcost incurred at time k, starting at state 1, and
N −1
let sN (1) = k=0 gk denote the N -step accumulation of gk
starting from state 1. We have
sN (1) = 0

if N = 1 or N = 4 + 3t, t = 0, 1, . . .,

and

u Cost 0 Cost
012345
Prob. 1/2

012345
Cost 0 Cost 2 Cost −2 Cost

sN (1) = 1 or sN (1) = −1 with probability 1/2 each
if N = 2 + 3t or N = 3 + 3t, t = 0, 1, . . ..

11

Prob. 1/2

0 1 2 3 4 50 1 2 3 4 5
1 Cost 1

012345

01234567

u Cost −1 Cost 1Cost 0 Cost 2 Cost

12tb

01234567
u Cost −1 Cost 1

1 Cost 1

Thus
t b Destination

o 1
n
Jµ (1) = lim sup E esN (1) = (e1 + e−1 ).
2
N →∞
On the other hand, a similar (but simpler) calculation shows
that
Jµ (2) = Jµ (5) = e1 ,
(the N -step accumulation of gk undergoes a cycle
{1, −1, 0, 1, −1, 0, . . .} as N increases starting from state 2,
and undergoes a cycle {−1, 1, 0, −1, 1, 0, . . .} as N increases
starting from state 5).
The Bellman equation here is
J(1) =


1
J(2) + J(5) ,
2

J(2) = e1 J(3),

J(3) = e−2 J(4),

J(4) = e1 J(2),

J(5) = e−1 J(6),

J(6) = e2 J(7),

J(7) = e−1 J(5).

Thus Jµ does not satisfy the Bellman equation at state 1 and
Jµ is not a fixed point of Tµ . In fact, the set of fixed points
of Tµ within <7+ is a 2-dimensional linear surface: the set of
vectors J of the form
J(1) =

1
(a + b),
2

J(2) = a,

J(3) = e−1 a,

J(5) = b,

J(6) = e1 b,

J(4) = e1 a,
J(7) = e−1 b,

where a, b are any nonnegative numbers. While Jµ is not a
fixed point of Tµ , starting from Jµ , the VI method converges in
a single step to the fixed point that corresponds to a = b = e1 .
As a final illustration, consider additional transitions for
i = 1, 4, 7 (shown with broken lines) that lead from i to t with
a cost c > 2. Then the corresponding contractive policy is
strictly suboptimal, so that µ is optimal, but Jµ = J ∗ is not
a fixed point of T .

) Cost 0

Fig. 3. An example of a noncontractive policy µ, where Jµ is not a fixed point
of Tµ . All transitions under µ are shown with solid lines. These transitions
are deterministic, except at state 1 where the next state is 2 or 5 with equal
probability 1/2. There are additional transitions from nodes 1, 4, and 7 to
the destination (shown with broken lines) with cost c > 2, which create a
suboptimal contractive policy. We have J ∗ = Jµ and J ∗ is not a fixed point
of T .

C. Computational Methods
Regarding computational methods, Prop. 7(b) establishes
the validity of the VI algorithm that generates the sequence
ˆ starting from any initial J ∈ <n+
{T k J} and converges to J,
ˆ
with J ≥ J. Moreover, Prop. 8 yields a linear rate of
convergence result for this VI algorithm, assuming that there
exists a contractive policy µ̂ that is optimal within the class of
contractive policies. Convergence to Jˆ starting from within the
ˆ cannot be guaranteed, since simple
region {J | 0 ≤ J ≤ J}
examples show that this region may contain fixed points other
than Jˆ (and also other than J ∗ ). However, one may use as
an initial condition the δ-perturbed optimal cost function Jδ∗ ,
since for any δ > 0, we have Jδ∗ ≥ Jˆ [cf. Prop. 6(c)].
ˆ As an
There are also PI algorithms that converge to J.
example, we note a PI algorithm with perturbations for abstract
DP problems developed in Chapter 3 of [1], which can be
readily adapted to affine monotonic problems. Finally, it is
possible to compute Jˆ by solving a linear programming
problem, in the case where the control space U is finite, by
using the following proposition.
Proposition 9. Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Then if a vector
ˆ
J ∈ <n satisfies J ≤ T J, it also satisfies J ≤ J.
Proof. Let J ≤ T J and δ > 0. We have J ≤ T J + δe = Tδ J,
and hence J ≤ Tδk J for all k. Since Assumption 3 holds
for the δ-perturbed problem, it follows that Tδk J → Jδ∗ , so
J ≤ Jδ∗ . By taking δ ↓ 0 and using Prop. 6(c), it follows that
ˆ
J ≤ J.

ˆ
The preceding proposition shows that
Pn J is the unique
solution of the problem
of
maximizing
i=1 βi J(i) over all

J = J(1), . . . , J(n) such that J ≤ T J, where β1 , . . . , βn
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are any positive scalars, i.e., the problem of Eq. (16). This
problem is a linear program if each U (i) is a finite set.
VI. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS
In this paper we have discussed a class of abstract DP
models that are characterized by an affine mapping from the
set of nonnegative functions to itself. These models include
among others, multiplicative and risk-averse exponentiated
cost models with a shortest path character. We have used the
conceptual framework of semicontractive DP, based on the
notion of a contractive policy, which generalizes the notion
of a proper policy in SSP. We have provided extensions of
the basic analytical and algorithmic results of SSP problems,
and we have illustrated their exceptional behavior within our
broader context.
Another case of affine monotonic model that we have not
considered, is the one obtained when J¯ ≤ 0 and
b(i, u) ≤ 0,

Aij (u) ≥ 0,

∀ i, j = 1, . . . , n, u ∈ U (i),

so that Tµ maps the space of nonpositive functions into itself.
This case has different character from the case J¯ ≥ 0 and
b(i, u) ≥ 0 of this paper, in analogy with the well-known
differences in structure between stochastic optimal control
problems with nonpositive and nonnegative cost per stage.
Partial results for models of this type may be found in the
¯ A
monograph [1], particularly under the assumption T J¯ ≤ J.
more complete analysis is a subject for further research.
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